
A Buddhist Discourse on /Ueditation frolD
Tun-Huatiq

1. INTRODUCTION

THE discovery of the Thousand Buddha Caves at Tun-huang in north-
western China by L. de L6czy and Count Szcchenyi of Hungary in
1879, and the subsequent collection of a large number of Chinese

Buddhist manuscripts by Sir Aurcl Stein in 1907 were two great events in
the history of modern Chinese studies.' According to Stein's report the
size of the pile of manuscripts and other objects of art was about 500 cubic
feet. Undoubtedly Stein was tortunatc enough to secure the best selection
of manuscripts from Tun-huang. He collected over 6,000 scrolls and sent
them to the British Museum in London, as his expedition to the Tun-huang
region was financed by the British and Indian Governments. III the wake
of Stein, Professor Paul Pelliot, a noted French Sinologist, went to Tun-
huang in J 908 and carried away another 2,000 scrolls of manuscripts,
paintings and other objects of art to France. These arc housed in the
Bibliothequc Nationalc, Paris. Rcalising the importance of these literary
documents, the then Chinese Government hastened to collect whatever was
!eft behind. A final collection of over 8,000 scrolls was made and sent to
the National Peiping Library in Peking. However, it is obvious that the
best collections of Tun-huang manuscripts and other art objects arc to be
found in England and France and not in China. China had failed to take
prompt action to prevellt these priceless treasures from falling into the hands
of pri va te parties.

Eash of the collections of Chinese manuscripts kept ill London, Paris
and Peking consists of two main divisions, Buddhistic and non-Buddhistic.

L.

In the Buddhist section, the majority arc texts from the Chinese Tripitaka,
viz., Siitras, Vinaya and Sastras, in addition to the philosophical, doctrinal,
historical and literary compositions made by Chinese scholars. Among
the writings a special literary creation called 'pit/Hlll'II,' or dramatized
versions of Buddhist topics, such as the life of the Buddha, the subdual of
Mira by Maiijusri Bodhisattva, the story of Maudgalyayana's rescuing his
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mother from hell, the Jinka stories, and the popularized versions of the
Saddh(/r1I!({-pHu~(/rika-Siitrll, the SlIkhal)(/ti-fl)'l~ha-SUfra, the Villla!akirti
liirdda-Siitra and so forth, has made a great contribution to Chinese folk
literature. It is generally written in prose and poetry, and has a great
beauty of its own. The Chinese Buddhists from the eighth century 011-

wards used to rcci tc this typ:; of COll1 position to large audiences for the
purpose of propagating Buddhism 011 account of its popular appeal.
Conseguently other writers adopted this form to write literary pieces on
non-Buddhist topics which are also known as Pi('11-1[I('/1.2 There is a
good collection of such works in the three centres mentioned above.

In the non-Buddhist section literary writings on diverse topics ranging
Irorn texts o lTaoism, Confucianism 11ldManichism to history, topographv,
poems, songs, ballads, biographies, divination, measurements, club-rules
and a host of miscellaneous subjects are found. For further information
on this matter, L. Giles's cxhausativc list of topics Illay be consulted.:'

The present translation is made from one of the Tun-huang Chinese
manuscripts kept in the British Museum. There arc three slightly diHcrent
versions of the same text in the Stein Collection bearing Nos. S. 2669,
S. 3558 and S. 4046. r have used No. S. 4046 as the base and consulted the
other two whenever neccssarv. The author of this cssav was a well-
known figure ill Zen history. ' He was the teacher of Hui 'Ncllg, the 6th
Patriarch of the Zen School. Historically speaking Bodhidharma was not
the first Patriarch- of Zen Buddhism in China, as his teachings and
practices are quite different from those of the later Zen masters. That
being the case, this discourse of Hung Jen becomes all the more important.
Probablv he was the first Chinese teacher to write a treatise on meditation,
and it must have influenced greatly some of the late; Zen masters, including
Hui Ncng. We arc sure this work will help students of Buddhist history
in tracing the early teachings of Zen Buddhism. Regarding the date of
composition, we are not in cl position to say anything definitely at this
stage: As Hui Ncng, his pupil, passed 5 away in 713 A.D., it must have
been completed before that year, if not earlier.

With regard to the principal arguments found in the discourse, the
author was of the opinion (1) that the mind is inherently pure and is in a
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state of neither existence nor non-existence, (2) that the common folk and
the Buddha arc placed on an equal footing, as both possess a similar kind
of mind. The reason for their being in a different state is due to the fact
that the Buddha has realized the nature of the Dharma, whereas other living
beings arc ignorant of it, and thereby they wander on the path of birth
and death. The way which willlcad the common folk to attain enlighten-
ment is to undergo a course of mcditational practice retaining mindfulness.
'Mindfulness' has occupied a very important place in this cssay. It is,
according to the author, the foundation of, and stepping-stone to Buddha-
hood and Nirvana.

Generally speaking, the teaching of Hung Jen is fairly close to the
early Buddhist tradition of Dhyana, though it has been influenced, to a
certain extent, by the theory of Buddha-nature which is inherent in every
individual. Wc are, however, unable to agree with the statement that the
self and Nirvana are ultimately void, whereas the dliannatii is not so,
or it exists permanently. Normally dhannatii and Nirvana are con-
sidered to be similar in character and both arc asatiislerta-dliarntas. The
author's trying to make a distinction between them appears unllecessary.

Finally we hope that the discourse of Hung jcn will enable liS to under-
stand the theory and practice of Zen as known in the 7th century in China.
It is very clcar that the particular type of Zen practised by most of the Zen
masters after the 8th century, has very little to do with Hung Jen, and Ins
nothing to do with Bodhidharrm, the so-called founder of Chinese Zen
Buddhism.

II. TlIE TEXT

An Important Discourse on the Cultivation of the Mind which
leads the Profane to Holiness and to

the Realization of MUKTI

By Upadhyaya Hung Jell of Ch'ichow,

Regarding the cultivation of the essence of Tao, one should know
tint the self is originally pure. It is neither born, nor destroyed, nor has
it any differentiations. To see one's own Teacher with the inherent,
perfect and pure mind is much better than keeping remembrance of the
Buddhas of the tell quarters.
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III Question: How do you know that one's own mind was
originally pure ?

Answer: The Dilsilbhiimi-Sastril says:

"In the body of the living beings there exists the vajra-likc Buddha-
nature which rcscm blcs the bright, full, perfect, immense and endless
SUllo On account of its being obstructed by dense clouds of the five
skil/ldhas, the Sun cannot shine, just as the flame of a lamp inside a jar."

To dwell further on the simile of the Sun, we may cite the example
that, when clouds and mist rise from the eight quarters, the whole universe
becomes dull and cloudy. Why is there no sunshine? Is it because the Sun
is defective? In reply to this, we say that the sunshine is not defective,
but that it is being obscured by clouds and fog. Thc pure mind of the living
beings is in the same state, but for its being covered by the dense clouds
of attachment, false thoughts and diverse views, If one is able to maintain
mindfulness distinctly, the £11seideas will not emerge and the Nirviitta-
dhaf1lla-SUIl will automatically appear. We know, therefore, that one's
own mind was orignally purc.

[2j Question: How do you know that one's own mind was origi-
nally neither existent nor non-existent?

Answer: It is stated in the Villlalakfrti-S,ltra:

"Suchness (Tathatii) has no existence nor non-existence. This such-
ncss is the Bhiitatathatii BI/ddha-nature, and the soursc of self-existent pure
mind. Blultatathata is self-existent and not produced by the conditioning
causation.

Further, it is said: "All living beings arc in a state of suchncss,
the sages and saints arc also in a state of suchness. "

Weare the living beings while the sages and saints are the Buddhas. They
may bc called diflerently ; however, in them, the dhar11latii of suchness
which is neither existent, nor non-existent is the same. Therefore, I say,
all are in a state of suchness. Hence we know that one's own mind was
originally neither existent, nor non-existent.
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[31 Question: What do you mean by calling the mind to bc one's teacher?
Answer: The true mind is self-existent, not coming from outside,

nor docs it accept any restrictions." In the three periods of existence there
is no onc who surpasses the most intimate relationship of the mind. If any
aile recognizes the bhiit(/t(/til(/ta and retains it, he will reach the Further-shore:
the confused one who misses it, will (111 into the three inferior states of
suffering. Therefore, we know that the Buddhas of the three periods take
the self-existent true mind to be their teacher.

It is stated in a ,~ij.,t,.(/: "Living beings exist 011 the basis of the
waves of false ideas."

Having realized this falsehood, one clcarl y retains mindfulucss.? When
false ideas do not arise, one reaches a state of no more birth. Therefore,
we know that the mind is one's teacher.

14J Question: What do you mean by saying that the mind 'of the
ordinary people is better than that of the Buddhas?

Answer: One will not get rid of birth and death, if one constantly
thinks of other Buddhas. However, if one retains one's mindfulness, he is
sure to reach the Further-shore. It is, therefore, said in the V(/jracchcr/ikii-
pr(/jIIapiir(/lIli tii-Siitra:

"If anyone wishes to see me in form, or to seek me in sound, this
person is treading an evil path and he cannot see the Tathagata."

Therefore, to retain true mindfulness is better than the remembrance of
other Buddhas.

Further the word 'better' is mcrc]v intended to give cncouraacmcnt
, I "- ~

to people who devote themselves to practice. In fact, the characteristic
of the ultimate fruition is the same, and is 011 an equal footing;.

IsJ Question: Since the true characteristic of living beings and the
Buddhas is the same, how is it that the Buddhas arc in a state of neither
existence, nor non-existence, free [rom obstruction and enjoy immense
bliss, whilst we, ordinary beings, sink into the depth of birth and death
suffering various kinds o[ miseries and sorrows ?

----- ---
Ii. 'Pu-so-shu-shiu' (see Appendix} has the meaning of '''ut tu aSK fur all.'" snlurv due

to a teacher'. This dues nut muke an,' sense here. Possihlv it- is II uristukc for 'Pu-shou-
shu-hsi' (see Appr-ndix} which mc.ms, ::'\ot tll net:l'pl '\ll~' bindiuu'. H \\',~a("'cpt rhe sot-onr]
possibility. the sense is more dear.

i. 'Shouhsiu' ("ce Appendix) menus to keep. (0 n-t.un or to \\';\tnh 0\'('1' t he mind,
hence \H' render it as 'mindfulness'.
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Answer: Having realized the nature of the Dharma, the Buddhas of
the ten quarters comprehend the source of the mind. Thus false ideas will
not arise, righteous thought will be retained and the conception of what-
belongs-to-me will disappear. Thereby they will not be subject to birth
and death. As there is no birth and death, it will be the ultimate Nirvana.
Being in a state of Nirvana, the ten thousand forms of bliss will flock to it
of their own accord.
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Being ignor11lt of what is truly holy, all the living beings do not
know the diverse false causations of the mind, and do not cultivate righteous
thought. As there is no righteous mindfulness, there emerges hatred
and affection; because of hatred and affection, the mind-vessel is cracked
and leaking; because of the damage to, and leakage of the mind, one under-
goes birth and death. Since there is birth and death, all the sufferings arc
present. The Hrda)'a-r~ja-Siirra says:

"Suchncss of the Buddha-nature is buried in knowledge and views.
In the ocean of the six senses, one is sunk to the depth of birth and death,
and shall never be freed from it."

Be earnest! When one retains true mindfulness, false thoughts will not
arise, and the conception of what-belongs-to-me will disappear. Thus
one will naturally attain the same state as the Buddhas.

l6j Question: Since suchncss of the Dharma-nature (of the Buddhas
and the living beings) is the same, bewilderment and enlightenment should
be applicable eqmlly to both. Why do only the Buddhas attain enlighten-
mcnt, whereas the living beings arc in '1 state of illusion and confusion?

Answer: (Some of) the foregoing passages may be classified into the
wondrous region which cannot be reached or comprehended by people
who arc still in a state of profanity. Knowing the mind, one is enlightened,
losing one's nature, one is confused, and there will be union when the
conditioning factors arc put together. These are the things which cannot
be said definitely. However, the transcendental truth, indeed, is in one's
retaining true mindfulness. The Vitnala]; itti- Siitra says:

..It is not the self-existent nature, nor anything from outside.
The Dharma docs not come into being, so now it has no cessation."

This means the realization of the two extremes of attachment and detach-
ment, and the attainment of the wisdom of non-discrimination. If one
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understands this meaning, and always conccntratedly retains the original
pure mind while walking, standing, sitting and lying down, false ideas
will not arise, the conception of what-belongs-to-me will disappear, and
one will naturally attain IIll1kfi or liberation. If one wishes to raise further
questions and get answer, thereby, the terms and their meaning will multiply
manifold. However, if one is desirous of knowing the essence of the
Dharma, the retaining of the mind should come first. This mindfulness
is the foundation of Nirvana, the main gate to the Path, the principal of
the twelve divisions of Sittras, and the ancestor of the Buddhas in the three
periods.

I7J Question
of Nirvana ?

How do w •.' know that mindfulness is the foundation

Answer: The term 'Nirvana' means the characteristic which is a
state of peace, cessation, non-activity and bliss. Since the mind of one's
self is true, false ideas will come to an end; when £11se ideas arc 110 more,
righteous mindfulness will take its position; when there is righteous mindful-
ness, wisdom of silent comprehension will emerge: when that wisdom is
born, one understands thoroughly the Dharma-nature, and because of that
understanding, one attains Nirvana. Therefore, one should know that
mindfulness is the foundation of Nirvfina.

[8] Question: How do we know that mindfulness is the main gate to
the Path,

Answer: (Among the various means), either one draws the image of
the Buddha with one's finger nail, or performs meritorious deeds as numc-
rous as the sands of the Ganges, it is merely the convenience of the Buddha
for teaching the ignorant people to prepare for future excellent ground, (to
receive) the reward of Karma, as well as to prepare them to meet the Buddha.
If those persons wish to attain Buddhahood early, they should understand this
true mindfulness which is not subject to cause. There arc innumerable
and endless Buddhas in the three periods, there is not, even a single instance
to show that, anyone who had attained Buddhahood could do away with
true mindfulness. It is, therefore, said in the Siitra :

"Everything will bc done, if the mind is concentrated."
Thus we know rlnt true mindfulness is the main gate to the Path.

[9] Question: How do we know that true mindfulness IS the
principal of the twelve divisions of Siuras ,
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Answer: In all the Siitras, the Tathagata speaks extensively on sins
and merits, causations and fruitions, or cites unlimited similes of mountains,
rivers, plants and the universe and so forth, or manifests innumerable
supernatural powers. These diverse transformations are meant for one
purpose only, viz., to teach the ignorant beings who have many cravings
and desires, and wish to perform innumerable meritorious deeds. It is
on account of this, that the Blessed One leads them to permanent bliss in
accordance with their mental conditions. Having realized that the
Buddha-nature in living beings is originally pure, and similar to the Sun
being covered by clouds, one should consciously retain true mindfulness,
so that the SUIl of wisdom will appear when the cloud" of false thoughts
arc swept away. It is unnecessary that one should try to acquire more
knowledge for knowing the doctrines and affairs of the three periods,
because all these belong to the suffering of birth and death. It is likc the
polishing of a mirror.f when the dust is wiped off, naturally one sees the
self-nature (sIIahhalla). It will be absolutely useless, even if one has learnt
something with the ignorant mind now. If, however, one could con-
sciously retain right mindfulness, and learn it with the mind which is not
subject to cause, then, this is true learning. When we say 'true learning'
it means that ultim.ircly there is nothing to be learnt. Why? because the
self and Nirvana are both void. There i5neither one nor both. Therefore
there is nothing to learn. But Dhannatd is not void, onc should con-
sciously retain true mindfulncss, so that false thoughts will not arise, and
the conception of what-bclongs-to-mcwill disappear. Thus, it is stated
in the Nirviina-Siitra :

"The one who, knows that the Buddha does not preach, is called
a 111Jllof accomplished learning."

Therefore, we know that true mindfulness is the principal of the twelve
divisions of Siitros.

[to] Question: How do we know that mindfulness is the fore£uher
of the Buddhas of the three periods ?

Answer: The Buddhas of the three periods are born from conscious-
ness, but false thought is not born from consciousness. Whcn the idea of
what-belongs-to-me is discarded, one recognizes the mind in consciousness.
First of all, one retains true mindfulness, and later one will become a Buddha.
Therefore, we know that mindfulness is the forefather of the Buddhas of
the three periods.

R. This l'l'f"l'~ to tho 1I1i•.•." rs made of met al in nneir-nt. Clunu.
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If we wish to explain extensively the four foregoing questions and
answers, indeed, there will be no end to it. Isimply wish that you should
recognize your original mind, and therefore, be diligent about it. Even
if you have read hundreds and thousands of Sittras and Siistras, there is
nothing better than true mindfulness. This, however, needs effort. I cite
a quotation from the Saddhar1/la-pl/~I~arfka-Sj'itra as follows:

"I have shown you vehicles, treasures, bright jewels, wondrous
medicines and so forth, but you do not take and use them. You pre-
tend to be poor and su/lcring, how could anybody help you ?"

When this is realized, (1lsc thought will not arise, and the conception of
what-belongs-to-me will disappear; then, 111 merits will naturally become
perfect and will not depend on any external seeking; (if it docs.) it will
return to the sufle-ring of birth and death.

Under all circumstances and at evcry moment, the mind should be
well-controlled. One should not experience the pleasure of the present,
which may sow the seed of sultering in the future. Thus one may swindle
oneself, as well as others, but it will not lead anyone to the liberation from
birth and death. One should strive hard. It may not be of much benefit
now, but it prepares the ground for the future. One should not spend
(the lives) of the three periods uselessly, and allow one's cfiort to go waste.
The Siitra says:

"Living constantly in hell, he behaves as if he is strolling leisurely
in the parks and palaces, and remaining in the other inferior states of
suffering, he likes them as if they arc his home."

It is rather strange that we ordinary beings, having seen it clearly, arc
not aware of the terrifying state of affairs. We do not have the faintest
idea of running aw,IY from it.

If one is a beginner in the practice of meditation, he should follow
the instruction given in the SlIkhii"atf"yiiha-Siitra:

"Let him sit uprightly closing the eyes and mouth. At a certain
distance from the frollt, as well as at the same level of his chest, he
visualizes a Sun. That image must be retained and he should not allow
himself to rest even for a moment."

This will enable the practitioner to harmonize the breathing and silence
any sound. He should not allow the breathing to become heavy or fine
all of a sudden, as this will cause illness to him.
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If one practises meditation in the night, one may see good or bad menta I
reflections, or enter the sauuidhis of blue, yellow, red and white colour and
so forth, or see illuminations issuing from, and entering one's own body,
or see the image of the Tathagata, or there are manifestations of transforma-
tions; one should know what is proper, control the mind and not have any
attachment to them. All these are void, and they appear through false
thoughts. Thus, it is said in the Siitta:

"Countries ill the ten gmrters arc like the empty sky."
Further it "ays:

"The three "worlds are unreal and illusive; they are merely crea-
tions of the mind."

If one is unable to gain satniidhi, and does not see the objective mental
projections, he should not be surprised, but should always consciously
retain true mindfulness while walking, standing, sitting and lying down.
When one realizes this, false ideas will not arise, and the conception of what-
belongs-to-me will disappear. The dliannas amounting to ten thousand,
arc nothing beyond one's own mind. The reason for the Buddhas to
explain it in many similes, is that among the living beings, each is different
from the other. Therefore, the ways for teaching them arc not the same.
In fact, the 84,000 ways of the doctrine, the positions and substance of the
three yiil1as and the principal practices of the 72 sages arc nothing beyond
the foundation of one's own mind. If one is able to comprehend his own
mind, and train it at all times, he is, in each conscious moment, making
constant offerings to the Buddhas of the ten quarters who arc as numerous as
the sands of the Ganges, and the twelve divisions of the Siitras. He makes
the Wheel of the Dharma turn at every moment,

If one understand the source of the mind, then the meaning concerning
the mind will be inexhaustible; he will be endowed with everything and
become perfect in practices. He has done all that ought to be done, and
he will experience no further birth. When this is realized, false ideas will
not arise, the conception of what-bclongs-to-me will disappear, this physical
frame will be given up and one is sure to attain the state of birthlcssncss
which is beyond our comprehension. One should strive hard.

There is no speech greater and more important than this, which is
rare to be heard. Among those who have heard it, there is only one, in
a crowd like the sands of the Ganges, who will put it into practice: having
practised it and reached the final goal, there is hardly anyone in one hundred
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million years. (Therefore), one should be perfectly tranquil, control the
sense organs well, look sharp at the fountain of the mind, make it con-
stantly function and pure, and not allow it to remain unrecorded (Wit-chi)
or ncutra 1.

[111 Question: What do yon mean bv the unrecorded (Wit-chi) or
neutral mind?

Answer: Owing to external conditions the gross mind of those
practising concentration is temporarily coming to rest, but internally the
true mind is fcttercd. When the mind is not in a tranquil state, the practi-
tioner always consciously keeps a watch over it; that means hc has not yct
obtained perfect purity and independently comprehend the fountain of
the mind. This is called unrecorded (Wit-chi) or neutral. It is also the
mind with a discharge (asral'a) which will not be able to cscapc from the
great disease of birth and death, (This is bad enough), not to speak of those
who know nothing at all concerning mindfulness. Thcsc people will
sink into thc suffering ocean of birth and death. No one knows when
they will be able to emerge fro III ir. It is a pity. One should strive hard.
Thc Sittra says:

"If the living beings arc not sincere, and have not made aspiration
from within, even if they come across the Buddhas like the sands of the
Ganges in the three periods (of existence), there is nothing that could
be done for them."

And another Siitra savs:
/

"The living beings who know the mind will gain salvation by
themselves; the Buddhas cannot givc salvation to them."

In the past, there were as numerous Buddhas as the sands of the Ganges:
in spite of that, why have we not yet attained Buddhahood : It is simply
because there is no sincere aspiration fr0111 within, and thereby we are
submerged in the sea of suffering. One should strive hard.

It is rather [ate to repent the past errors of which We arc aware. Now
in the present life we happen to listen to speeches of a distinctive character.
We should understand them quickly and comprehend that mindfulness is
the only way. Those who arc unwilling to seck Buddhahood with sincere
heart, from which immense and unfettered bliss would be enjoyed, begin
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seriously to search for fame and riches by following worldly practices.
They will, in future, fall into hells to undergo various pains and sufferings.
What can we do for them? One should strive hard.

c_ •••• ,""'- _

It would be of great service to the world, if one is able to wear tattered
rags, take coarse food, be consciously mindful and pretend to be insane;
these are the best ways to conserve one's energy and strength. The un-
enlightened folk who, do not know seeking the reason from the ignorant
mind, have undergone great hardship by performing extensively visible
meritorious deeds, with the hope of gaining 1IIl1kti. But they return to the
sorrows of birth and death.

"Clearly not to lose sight of righteous thought, and let the living
beings gain salvation,"

is the Bodhisattva of Great Might speaking to you in clear language which
means that mindfulness is the best. I wish to hear from you that you are
unwilling to bear the pains of the present life, but desirous of undergoing
suHcrings of ten thousand hz/pas. What have you to say ?

\Vith regard to "Not to be blown off by the eight kinds of wind", it is
indeed a rare 9 mountain of treasure. If one is desirous of knowing the
characteristic of fruition, (it may be tested in this manner that,) w hilc in
various conditions one is able to multiply the functions as numerous as the
sands of the Ganges, while one exhibits great eloquence, and while one
gives medicines to the sick according to the disease, no f.llse thought will
arise in him and the conception of what-belongs-to-me will disappear. If
one can do that, he is really a person who has gone beyond the world, and
the Tathagata will freely and endlessly bless him. I say this, because Iam
sincerely glad that you have no fahe thought, and have discarded the
conception of what-belongs-to-me.

(12] Question: What do you mean by the conception of what-
belongs-to-me ?

Answer: It is the conception that when one is a little better than the
other, one thinks: I am able to be in such a position. The Parinirviina-
Siitra says:

"It is like the space which can accommodate everything. How-
ever, the space itself will not say: 'I am able to do this'."

!l. 'Rim-shih' (see Appendix) means 'Distinguished or diffr-ront. times '. I think
'Hare' is [I suit ahl« re-ndering hen'.
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This means that the conception of what-belongs-to-rue is gone and it
will lead to the Vnjro-samddh]. These two conditions will function at the
same time.

[13} Question: The sincere practitioners seck the true and permanent
cessation (lIirl'iiua). But the world is impermanent and not delighted in
the transcendental truth; its goodness is gross, :IS the permanent and subtle
one has not yet manifested. Whenever one is about to aspire and take to
reasoning, there arises the thinking consciousness, that is the mind of dis-
charge (iisl'al'a) or imperfection; whenever one tries to guide the mind
towards dwelling on nothing, there prevails the ignorance and darkness
which are devoid of reason. However, if one docs not guide the mind
to the right path and to reasoning, there emerges the false view of void.
In that case, one m:ly possess ::t human body, but behave like an animal.
At this stage, if one has not got smlliidhi and wisdom, he will not be able to
see clearly the Buddha-nature, and it will be the drowning spot for him
only. How could one proceed to the AIl/lpadhi.~(,:9ci-Nirl't'i(la ? I request
you to show the true destination.

Answer: When faith is complete and the sincere vow is accompli-
shed, you slowly quieten your mind, then Ishall instruct you further: Pacify
your mind and body well, so that they will not have any attachment; let
yourself sit in an upright position and allow your breathing to become fme
and well-controlled; the mind is neither within, nor without, and It lS not
in between; see it nicely and steadily, then you see the mobility of con-
sciousness. It is like the flowing of water and the mirage which do not stay
even for a moment. Having noticed that consciousness is neither internal
nor external, you look at it leisurely, steadily and firmly. Then it will
melt away, settle down and become motionless. That being so, the mobile
consciousness will suddenly disappear. The disappearance of this conscious-
ness means the destruction of obstacles for the Bodhisattvas in the ten
stages (dasabltiillli), or, when the characteristic of the consciousness and so
forth has gone, one's mind will become perfectly tranquil, detached, bright
and serene. I cannot describe its conditions any further. If you arc
desirous of knowing it, Irefer you to the chapter on Vajrakaya of the Maha-
parinirviina-Siitra, and the chapter on paying a visit to Ak~obhy:l Buddha
of the Vimalakirti-Siitra. Think carefully that these word, arc true.

If any one retains mindfulncss either while walking, standing, SIttmg
and lying down, or when he is face to face with the five desires, or the eight
winds, this person has achieved the brah/11(/car)'(/ and completed what he
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ought to perform. He will ultimately receive no further physical frame
which is subject to birth and death. The five desires arc: Form, sound,
smell, taste and sensation, and the eight winds arc: Gain, loss; defamation,
culogy; praise, ridicule; sorrow and joy. This is the training and testing-
ground of the Buddha-nature for the practitioners. One should not be
surprised that the present life is not free, The Siitrn says: .

"If there is no Buddha staying in the world, the Bodhisattvasof
the ten stages will not be able to obtain the benefit of what they arc."

Regarding the getting rid of this rewarded body due to Karma, the
living beings in the past had sharp and dull intellectual qualities which
could not be equalized." Thosc belong to the higher gradc, it isa matter of
seconds, and those of the lower grade, it may take innumerable kalpas. If
one has the ability, one should, according to the nature of che beings, arouse
their good qualities of Bod hi (intelligencc). This will bring benefit to one's
self as well as to others.

To adore the Path of the Buddha, one should understand the four
necessaries, so that onc may know fully the characteristics of reality. If one
sticks to the letter, he will miss the true spirit.

With. regard to the Bhiksus who renounced the home and took to
religious practices, this home-renouncing means lcaving the h0111cof birth
and death. This is called leaving the home.

Those who arc endowed with right mindfulness, and have accomplished
the religious practices, will retain that mindfulness at the timc of the final
passing away, even if the joints and limbs of their bodies arc cut into pieces.
These arc the disciples of the Buddha.

"The forcgoing discourse speaks merely about the mind; it derives
its meaning from the letter."

If anyone speaks in this manner which shows that he does not really and
clearlv understand and realize it. In case one misunderstands the holv
teaching, he should make :1 confession and discard it. If, however, one
understands properly the Holy Path, he should divert that merit to
living beings, with the hope that they will understand their own minds and
at once attain Buddhahood.

GO
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Anyone who has heard this should strive hard for the Goal. If one
attains Buddhahood in future, he should be in the lead to secure deliverance
for my disciples.

(14] Question: From the beginning to the end, this treatise dwells on
the theme that one's mind is the Path. In what ways docs it include the
practice and fruition ,

Answer: This treatise chiefly shows the characteristic of Ekayalla.
However, full attention of this discourse is directed towards guiding the
unenlightened to liberation. First of aU one should gct rid of birth and
death, then, he will be able to provide deliverance to others. Finally
it speaks of self-benefit, and not that of others. This may, roughly, bc
included in the division of practice. If anyone practises it according to
this text, he will become a Buddha right away. If I am telling you a lie,
I shall swear by Heaven and Earth that I may fall into the Eighteen Hclk
If any 011C does 'not believe Illy words, he will be eaten by the tigers and
wolves in cvcry birth!

W. PACHOW
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